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ON WEDGE EXTENDABILITY OF CR-MEROMORPHIC
FUNCTIONS
JOËL MERKER AND EGMONT PORTEN
Résumé. In this artile, we onsider metrially thin singularities E of the
solutions of the tangential Cauhy-Riemann operators on a C2,α-smooth
embedded Cauhy-Riemann generi manifold M (CR funtions on M\E)
and more generally, we onsider holomorphi funtions dened in wedgelike
domains attahed to M\E. Our main result establishes the wedge- and the
L1-removability of E under the hypothesis that the (dimM−2)-dimensional
Hausdor volume of E is zero and that M and M\E are globally minimal.
As an appliation, we dedue that there exists a wedgelike domain attahed
to an everywhere loally minimalM to whih every CR-meromorphi fun-
tion on M extends meromorphially.
1. Introdution and statement of results
In ontinuation with our previous works [MP1,2,3℄, we study the wedge re-
movability of metrially thin singularities of CR funtions and its appliation to
the loal extendability of CR-meromorphi funtions dened on CR manifolds
of arbitrary odimension.
First we need to reall some fundamental notions onerning CR manifolds.
For a detailed presentation we refer to [Bo℄. Let M be a onneted smooth CR
generi manifold in Cm+n with CRdimM = m ≥ 1, odimRM = n ≥ 1, and
dim RM = 2m+ n. We denote sometimes N := m+ n. In suitable holomorphi
oordinates (w, z = x + iy) ∈ Cm+n, M may be represented as the graph of
a dierentiable vetor-valued mapping in the form x = h(w, y) with h(0) = 0,
dh(0) = 0. The manifold M is alled globally minimal if it onsists of a single
CR orbit. This notion generalizes the onept of loal minimality in the sense of
Tumanov, f. [Trp℄, [Tu1,2℄, [J1,2℄, [M℄, [MP1℄. A wedge W with edge M ′ ⊂M is
a set of the form W = {p+ c : p ∈M ′, c ∈ C}, where C ⊂ Cm+n is a trunated
open one with vertex in the origin. By a wedgelike domain W attahed to M
we mean a domain whih ontains for every point p ∈ M a wedge with edge a
neighborhood of p in M (f. [MP1,2,3℄).
A losed subset E of M is alled wedge removable (brieyW-removable) if for
every wedgelike domain W1 attahed to M\E, there is a wedgelike domain W2
attahed to M suh that for every holomorphi funtion f ∈ O(W1), there exists
a holomorphi funtion F ∈ O(W2) whih oinides with f in some wedgelike
open set W3 ⊂ W1 attahed to M\E. We say that E is L1-removable if every
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loally integrable funtion f onM whih is CR onM\E is CR on all ofM (here,
CR is understood in the distributional sense).
Let Hκ denote κ-dimensional Hausdor measure, κ ≥ 0. Our main result is :
Theorem 1.1. Suppose M is C2,α-smooth, 0 < α < 1. Then every losed
subset E of M suh that M and M\E are globally minimal and suh that
H2m+n−2(E) = 0 is W- and L1-removable.
(We shall say sometimes that E is of odimension 2+0 inM .) The hypersurfae
ase of this statement follows from works of Lupaiolu, Stout, Chirka and others,
with weaker regularity assumptions, M being C2-smooth, C1-smooth or even a
Lipshitz graph (see [LS℄, [CS℄), so Theorem 1.1 is new essentially in odimension
n ≥ 2. Reently, many geometrial removability results have been established in
ase the singularity E is a submanifold (see [St℄, [LS℄, [CS℄, [J2,3℄, [P1℄, [MP1,2,3℄,
[JS℄, [P2℄, [MP4℄) and Theorem 1.1 appears to answer one of the last open general
questions in the subjet (see also [J3℄, [MP4℄ for related open problems). As a rule
L1-removability follows one W-removability being established (see espeially
Proposition 2.11 in [MP1℄). In the ase at hand we have already proved L1-
removability by dierent methods earlier (Theorem 3.1 in [MP3℄) and also W-
removability if M is real analyti (see [MP2, Theorem 5.1℄, with M being Cω-
smooth and H2m+n−2(E) = 0).
For the speial ase where M is C3-smooth and Levi-nondegenerate (i.e. the
onvex hull of the image of the Levi-form has nonempty interior), Theorem 1.1
is due to Dinh and Sarkis [DS℄. It is known that this assumption entails the di-
mensional inequality m2 ≥ n. Espeially, in the ase of CR dimension m = 1, the
abovementioned authors reover only the known hypersurfae ase (n = 1). We
also point out a general restrition : by assuming that M is Levi-nondegenerate,
or more generally that it is of Bloom-Graham nite type at every point of M ,
one would not take aount of propagation aspets for the regularity of CR fun-
tions. For instane, it is well known that wedge extendability may hold despite of
large Levi-at regions in manifolds M onsisting of a single CR orbit (f. [Trp℄,
[Tu1,2℄, [J1℄, [M℄). For the sake of generality, this is why we only assume that M
and M\E are globally minimal in Theorem 1.1.
A straightforward appliation is as follows. First, by [Trp℄, [Tu1,2℄, [J1℄, [M,
Theorem 3.4℄, as M\E is globally minimal, there is a wedgelike domain W0 at-
tahed to M\E to whih every ontinuous CR funtion (resp. CR distribution)
f on M\E extends as a holomorphi funtion with ontinuous (resp. distribu-
tional) boundary value f . Then Theorem 1.1 entails that there exists a wedgeW
attahed to M suh that every suh f extend holomorphially as an F ∈ O(W).
There is a priori no growth ontrol of F up to E. However, as proved in [MP1,
Proposition 2.11℄, in the ase where f is an element of L1(M) whih is CR on
M\E, some growth ontrol of Hardy-spaes type an be ahieved on F to show
that it admits a boundary value b(F ) over M (inluding E) whih is L1 and
CR on M . This is how one may dedue L1-removability from W-removability in
Theorem 1.1.
We now indiate a seond appliation of Theorem 1.1 to the extension of CR-
meromorphi funtions. This notion was introdued for hypersurfaes by Harvey
and Lawson [HL℄ and for generi CR manifolds by Dinh and Sarkis. Let f be a
CR-meromorphi funtion, namely : 1. f : Df → P1(C) is a C1-smooth mapping
dened over a dense open subset Df of M with values in the Riemann sphere ;
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2. The losure Γf of its graph in C
m+n × P1(C) denes an oriented sarred C1-
smooth CR manifold of CR dimension m (i.e. CR outside a losed thin set) and
3.We assume that d[Γf ] = 0 in the sense of urrents (see [HL℄, [Sa℄, [DS℄, [MP2℄
for further denition). Aording to an observation of Sarkis based on a ounting
dimension argument, the indeterminay set Σf of f is a losed subset of empty
interior in a two-odimensional sarred submanifold of M and its sar set is al-
ways metrially thin : H2m+n−2(Sc(Σf )) = 0. Moreover, outside Σf , f denes a
CR urrent in some suitable projetive hart, hene it enjoys all the extendabil-
ity properties of an usual CR funtion or distribution. However, the omplement
M\Σf need not be globally minimal if M is, and it is easy to onstrut mani-
folds M and losed sets E ⊂ M with H2m−1(E) < ∞ (m = dimCRM) whih
perturb global minimality (see [MP1℄, p. 811). It is therefore natural to make
the additional assumption that M is minimal (loally, in the sense of Tumanov)
at every point, whih seems to be the weakest assumption whih insures that
M\E is globally minimal for arbitrary losed sets E ⊂M (even with a bound on
their Hausdor dimension). Finally, under these irumstanes, the set Σf will
be W-removable : for its regular part Reg(Σf), this already follows from Theo-
rem 4 (ii) in [MP1℄ and for its sar set Sc(Σf ), this follows from Theorem 1.1
above. The removability of Σf means that the envelope of holomorphy of every
wedgeW1 attahed to M\Σf ontains a wedgeW2 attahed to M . As envelopes
of meromorphy and envelopes of holomorphy of domains in Cm+n oinide by a
theorem of Ivashkovih ([I℄), we onlude :
Theorem 1.2. Suppose M is C2,α-smooth and loally minimal at every point.
Then there exists a wedgelike domain W attahed to M to whih all CR-mero-
morphi funtions on M extend meromorphially.
The remainder of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1. We om-
bine the loal and the global tehniques of deformations of analyti diss, using in
an essential way two important papers of Tumanov [Tu1℄ and of Globevnik [G1℄.
In Setions 2 and 3, we rst set up a standard loal situation (f. [MP1,2,3℄).
These preliminaries provide the neessary bakground for an informal disussion
of the tehniques of deformations of analyti diss we have to introdue. After
these motivating remarks, a detailed presentation of the main part of the proof
is provided in Setion 4 (see espeially Main Lemma 4.3).
Aknowledgements. The authors would like to thank N. Eisen and F. Sarkis for
instruting disussions in this subjet. This artile was oneived when the se-
ond author was visiting the LATP, UMR 6632 du CNRS, at the University of
Provene, Aix-Marseille I. The seond author is very grateful to this institution
for its hospitality.
2. Loalization
The following setion ontains important preliminary steps for the proof of
Theorem 1.1 (f. [MP1,2,3℄).
As in [CS, p.96℄, we shall proeed by ontradition, sine this strategy simpli-
es the general reasonings in the large. Also, in Setion 3 below, we shall explain
how to redue the question to the simpler ase where the funtions whih we have
to extend are even holomorphi near M\E. Whereas suh a strategy is arried
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out in detail in [MP1℄ (with minor variations), we shall for ompleteness reall
the omplete reasonings briey here, in Setions 2 and 3.
Thus, we xW1 attahed toM\E and say that an open submanifoldM ′ ⊂M
ontaining M\E enjoys the W-extension property if there is a wedgelike domain
W ′ attahed to M ′ and a wedgelike set W ′1 ⊂ W ′ ∩W1 attahed to M\E suh
that, for eah funtion f ∈ O(W1), its restrition toW ′1 extends holomorphially
to W ′.
This notion an be loalized as follows. Let E′ ⊂ E be an arbitrary losed
subset of E. We shall say that a point p′ ∈ E′ is (loally) removable (with
respet to E′) if for every wedgelike domain W1 attahed to M\E′, there exists
a neighborhood U of p′ inM and a wedgelike domainW2 attahed to (M\E′)∪U
suh that for every holomorphi funtion f ∈ O(W1), there exists a holomorphi
funtion F ∈ O(W2) whih oinides with f in some wedgelike open setW3 ⊂ W1
attahed to M\E′.
Next, we dene the following set of losed subsets of E :
E := {E′ ⊂ E losed ; M\E′ is globally minimal
and has the W-extension property}.
Then the residual set
E
nr
:=
⋂
E′∈E
E′
is losed. Here, the letters nr abbreviate non-removable, sine one expets a
priori that no point of Enr should be removable in the above sense. Notie that
for any two sets E′1, E
′
2 ∈ E , M\E′1 and M\E′2 onsist of a single CR orbit and
have nonempty intersetion. Hene (M\E′1) ∪ (M\E′2) is globally minimal and
it follows that M\E
nr
is globally minimal.
Using Ayrapetian's version of the edge of the wedge theorem (see also [Tu1,
Theorem 1.2℄), the dierent wedgelike domains attahed to the sets M\E′ an
be glued (after appropriate ontration of their one) to a wedgelike domain W1
attahed to M\E
nr
in suh a way that M\E
nr
enjoys the W-extension property.
Clearly, to establish Theorem 1.1, it is enough to show that E
nr
= ∅.
Let us argue indiretly (by ontradition) and assume that E
nr
6= ∅. With
respet to the ordering of sets by the inlusion relation, Enr is then the minimal
non-removable subset of E. In order to derive a ontradition to the minimality
of E
nr
, it sues therefore to remove one single point p ∈ E
nr
. More preisely
one has to look for a neighborhood Up of p suh that Up ∪ (M\Enr) is globally
minimal and has the W-extension property.
In order to ahieve the rst required property, it is very onvenient to hoose
the point p suh that loally the singularity Enr lies behind a wall through p.
More preisely we shall onstrut a generi hypersurfae M1 ⊂ M ontaining p
suh that a neighborhood V of p inM writes as the disjoint unionM+∪M−∪M1
of onneted sets, where M± are two open sides, and the inlusion E
nr
∩ V ⊂
M− ∪ {p} holds true. Sine M1 is a generi CR manifold, there is a CR vetor
eld X on M dened in a neighborhood of p whih is transverse to M1. By
integrating X , one easily nds a basis of neighborhoods U of p in M suh that
U ∪ (M\E
nr
) is globally minimal. Hene it remains to establish the W-extension
property at p, whih is the main task.
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For sake of ompleteness, we reall from [MP1℄ how to onstrut the generi
wall M1.
Lemma 2.1. There is a point p1 ∈ Enr and a C2,α-smooth generi hypersurfae
M1 ⊂M passing through p1 so that Enr\{p1} lies near p1 on one side of M1 (see
Figure 1).
Proof. Let p ∈ Enr 6= ∅ be an arbitrary point and let γ be a pieewise dier-
entiable CR-urve linking p with a point q ∈ M\Enr (suh a γ exists beause
M and M\Enr are globally minimal by assumption). After shortening γ, we
may suppose that {p} = Enr ∩ γ and that γ is a smoothly embedded segment.
Therefore γ an be desribed as a part of an integral urve of some nonvanishing
C1,α-smooth CR vetor eld (setion of T cM) L dened in a neighborhood of p.
L
M
q
Υ
γ
Figure 1 : onstrution of M1
Qτ
p
Enr
M1
p1
Let H ⊂ M be a small (dim M − 1)-dimensional hypersurfae of lass C2,α
passing through p and transverse to L. Integrating L with initial values in H
we obtain C1,α-smooth oordinates (t, s) ∈ R × RdimM−1 so that for xed s0,
the segments (t, s0) are ontained in the trajetories of L. After a translation,
we may assume that (0, 0) orresponds to a point of γ lose to p whih is not
ontained in E
nr
, again denoted by q. Fix a small ε > 0 and for real τ ≥ 1, dene
the ellipsoids (see Figure 1 above)
Qτ := {(t, s) : |t|2/τ + |s|2 < ε}.
There is a minimal τ1 > 1 with Qτ1 ∩ Enr 6= ∅. Then Qτ1 ∩ Enr = ∂Qτ1 ∩ Enr
and Qτ1 ∩Enr = ∅. Observe that every ∂Qτ is transverse to the trajetories of L
out o the equatorial set Υ := {(0, s) : |s|2 = ε} whih is ontained in M\E
nr
.
Hene ∂Qτ1 is transverse to L in all points of ∂Qτ1 ∩ Enr. So ∂Qτ1\Υ is generi
in Cm+n, sine L is a CR eld.
We ould for instane hoose a point p1 ∈ ∂Qτ1 ∩ Enr and take for M1 a
neighborhood of p1 in ∂Qτ1, but suh an M1 would be only of lass C1,α and we
want C2,α-smoothness.
Therefore we x a small δ > 0 and approximate the family ∂Qτ , 1 ≤ τ < τ1+δ,
by a nearby family of C2,α-smooth hypersurfaes ∂Q˜τ , 1 ≤ τ < τ1 + δ. Clearly
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this an be done so that the ∂Q˜τ are still boundaries of inreasing domains Q˜τ
of approximately the same size as Qτ and so that the points where the ∂Q˜τ are
tangent to L are also ontained in M\E
nr
near the equator Υ of Qτ .
The same reasoning as above shows that there exist a real number τ˜1 > 1, a
point p1 ∈ Enr and a generi hypersurfaeM0 passing through p1 (whih is a piee
of ∂Q˜τ˜1) suh that Enr lies in the left losed side M
−
0 ∪M0 in a neighborhood
of p1 (see Figure 1). We want more : Enr\{p1} ⊂ M−1 . To ahieve this last
ondition, it sues to hoose a C2,α-smooth hypersurfae M1 passing through
p1 with Tp1M0 = Tp1M1 suh that M1\{p1} is ontained in M+0 . 
3. Analyti diss
Let p1 be as in Lemma 2.1. First, we an hoose oordinates vanishing at p1
and represent M near p1 by the vetorial equation
(3.1) x = h(w, y), w ∈ Cm, z = x+ iy ∈ Cn,
where h = (h1, . . . , hn) is of lass C2,α and satises hj(0) = 0 and dhj(0) = 0.
Let us reall some generalities (see [Bo℄ for bakground). Denote by ∆ the
open unit dis in C. An analyti dis attahed to M is a holomorphi mapping
A : ∆→ CN whih extends ontinuously (or Ck,α-smoothly) up to the boundary
∂∆ and fullls A(∂∆) ⊂M .
Diss of small size (for example with respet to the C2,α-norm, 0 < α < 1)
whih are attahed to M are then obtained as the solutions of the (modied)
Bishop equation
(3.2) Y = T1[h(W (·), Y (·))] + y0,
where T1 denotes the harmoni onjugate operator (Hilbert transform on ∂∆)
normalized at ζ = 1, namely satisfying T1u(1) = 0 for any u ∈ C2,α(b∆,Rn). One
veries that every small C2,α-smooth dis A(ζ) = (W (ζ), Z(ζ)) = (W (ζ), X(ζ)+
iY (ζ)) attahed to M satises (3.2). Conversely, for W (ζ) of small C2,α-norm,
equation (3.2) possesses a unique solution Y (ζ), and one easily heks that
A(ζ) := (W (ζ), h(W (ζ), Y (ζ)) + iY (ζ)) is then the unique dis attahed to M
with Y (1) = y0 and w-omponent equal to W (ζ). Aording to an optimal anal-
ysis of the regularity of Bishop's equation due to Tumanov [Tu2℄ (and valid more
generally in the lasses Ck,α for k ≥ 1 and 0 < α < 1), Y (ζ) and then A(ζ) are
of lass C2,α over ∆.
After a linear transformation we an assume that the tangent spae to M1 is
given by {x = 0, u1 = 0} and that T0M+ is given by {u1 > 0} near the origin.
Let ρ0 > 0 be small and let A be the analyti dis we obtain by solving
(3.3) Y = T1h[(W (·), Y (·))], with W (ζ) := (ρ0 − ρ0ζ, 0, . . . , 0).
Notie that the dis W1(ζ) := (ρ0 − ρ0ζ) satises W1(1) = 0 and W1(∆\{1}) ⊂
{u1 + iv1 ∈ C : u1 > 0}. Elementary properties of Bishop's equation yield
A(∂∆)\{1} ⊂ M+ if ρ0 > 0 is suiently small (f. [MP1, Lemma 2.4℄). Fig-
ure 2 below is devoted to provide a geometri intuition of the relative situation
of the boundary of the dis A with respet to M1.
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0 = A(1)
w2, . . . , wm, y
A(∂∆)
u1
M1
M+M−
v1
M
Enr
Figure 2 : Relative disposition of Enr, M1 and A(∂∆) inside M
At rst, we explain how one usually onstruts small wedges attahed toM at
p1 by means of deformations of analyti diss and then in Setions 4, 5 and 6 be-
low, we shall explain some of the modiations whih are needed in the presene
of a singularity Enr in order to produe wedge extension at p1. Following [MP3,
pp. 863864℄, we shall inlude (or say, deform) A in a parametrized family Aρ,s,v
with varying radius ρ plus supplementary parameters s, v and with Aρ0,0,0 = A.
During the onstrution, we shall sometimes permit ourselves to derease param-
eters, related onstants, neighborhoods and domains of existene without expliit
mentioning. At present, our goal is to explain how we an add some onveninent
extra simplifying assumptions to the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, see espeially
onditions 1), 2) and 3) before Theorem 3.1 below.
Let W1 be the wedgelike domain attahed to M\Enr onstruted in Setion 2
and let f ∈ O(W1). We want to extend f holomorphially to a wedge of edge a
small neighborhood of the speial point p1 ∈ Enr piked thanks to Lemma 2.1.
Let W2 ⊂ W1 be a small wedge attahed to a neighborhood of A(−1) in M+.
As in [Tu1,2℄, [MP1,3℄, we an onstrut analyti diss Aρ,s,v = (Wρ,s,v , Zρ,s,v)
attahed to M ∪W2 with the following properties :
(1) The parameters s, v belong to neighborhoods Us, Uv of 0 in R
2m+n−1
,
Rn−1 respetively and ρ belongs to the interval [0, ρ1), for some ρ1 > ρ0.
(2) The mapping (ρ, s, v) 7→ Aρ,s,v is of lass C2,β for all 0 < β < α. For ρ 6= 0,
these maps are embeddings of ∆ into Cm+n. Finally, we have Aρ0,0,0 = A
and the diss A0,s,v are onstant.
(3) For every xed v0 ∈ Uv, the union
⋃
s∈Us
Aρ0,s,v0({eiθ : |θ| < π/4}) is an
open subset of M ontaining the origin whih is C2,β-smoothly foliated by
the urves Aρ0,s,v0({eiθ : |θ| < π/4}).
(4) The mapping Uv ∋ v 7→ [ ddθAρ0,0,v(eiθ)]θ=0 ∈ T0M/T c0M ≃ Rn has rank
n−1 and its image is transverse to the vetor [ d
dθ
A(eiθ)]θ=0 ∈ T0M/T c0M ≃
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Rn. In geometri terms, this property means that the union of tangent real
lines
R
[
d
dr
Aρ0,0,v(re
iθ)
]
ζ=1
= −iR
[
d
dθ
Aρ0,0,v(e
iθ)
]
θ=0
spans an open one in the normal bundle to M , namely T0C
m+n/T0M ∼=
i(T0M/T
c
0M).
(5) Let ω = {ζ ∈ ∆ : |ζ − 1| < δ} be a neighborhood of 1 in ∆, with
some small δ > 0. It follows from properties (3) and (4) that the union
W = ⋃s∈Us,v∈Uv Aρ0,s,v(ω) is an open wedge of edge a neighborhood of the
origin in M whih is foliated by the diss Aρ0,s,v(ω).
(6) The sets Ds,v =
⋃
0≤ρ<ρ1,|ζ|=1
Aρ,s,v(ζ) are real two-dimensional diss of
lass C2,β embedded in M whih are foliated (with a irle degenerating to
a point for ρ = 0) by the irles Aρ,s,v(∂∆).
(7) There exists a (2m + n − 2)-dimensional submanifold H of R2m+n−1
passing through the origin suh that for every xed v0 ∈ Uv, the union⋃
s∈H Ds,v0 is a (dim M)-dimensional open box foliated by real 2-diss
whih is ontained in M and whih ontains the origin. Intruitively, it is
a stak of plates.
Let us make some ommentaries. We stress that the family Aρ,s,v is obtained
by solving the Bishop equation for expliitly presribed data (see [MP3, p. 837℄ or
[MP1, p. 863℄ ; the important Lemma 2.7 in [MP1℄ whih produes the parameter
v satisfying (4) above is due to Tumanov [Tu1℄). Sine Bishop's equation is very
exible, this entails that every geometrial property of the family is stable under
slight perturbation of the data. Notie for instane that as A is an embedding of
∆ into Cm+n, all its small deformations will stay embeddings. In partiular we
get a likewise family Adρ,s,v if we replae M by a slightly deformed C2,α-smooth
manifold Md (this orresponds to replaing h by a funtion hd lose to h in
C2,α-norm in (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3)).
Further remark. If A′ is an arbitrary dis whih is suiently lose to A in C1,β-
norm, for some 0 < β < α, we an also inlude A′ in a similar C1,γ-smooth
(0 < γ < β) family A′ρ,s, without the parameter v, whih satises the geometri
properties (3), (6) and (7) above. This remark will be useful in the end of
Setion 4 below.
Using suh a nie family Aρ,s,v whih gently deforms as a family A
d
ρ,s,v un-
der perturbations, let us begin to remind from [MP1℄ how we an add three
simplifying geometri assumptions to Theorem 1.1, without loss of generality.
First of all, using apartition of unity, we an perform arbitrarily small C2,α-
smooth deformations Md of M leaving E
nr
xed and moving M\E
nr
inside the
wedgelike domain W1. Further, we an make Md to depend on a single small
real parameter d ≥ 0 with M0 = M and Md\Enr ⊂ W1 for all d > 0. Now,
the wedgelike domain W1 beomes a neighborhood of Md in Cm+n. In the sequel,
we shall denote this neighborhood by Ω. By stability of Bishop's equation, we
obtain a deformed dis Ad attahed to Md by solving (3.3) with hd in plae of h.
In the sequel, we will also onsider a small neighborhood Ω1 of A
d(−1) in Cm+n
whih ontains the intersetion of the above wedge W2 with a neighborhood of
A(−1) in Cm+n.
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Again by stability of Bishop's equation, we also obtain deformed families Adρ,s,v
attahed to Md ∪Ω1, satisfying properties (1)-(7) above. Reall that aording
to [Tu2℄, the mapping (ρ, s, v, d) 7→ Adρ,s,v is C2,β-smooth for all 0 < β < α. In
the ore of the proof of our main Theorem 1.1 (Setions 4, 5 and 6 below), we will
show that, for eah suiently small xed d > 0, we get holomorphi extension
to the wedgelike set Wd = ⋃s∈Us,v∈Uv Adρ0,s,v(ω) attahed to a neighborhood of
0 in Md. But this implies Theorem 1.1 : In the limit d→ 0, the wedgesWd tend
smoothly to the wedge W := W0 attahed to a neighborhood of 0 in M0 = M .
As the onstrution depends smoothly on the deformations d, we derive univalent
holomorphi extension toW thereby arriving at a ontradition to the denition
of E
nr
.
As a summary of the above disussion, we formulate below the loal state-
ment that remains to prove. Essentially, we have shown that it sues to prove
Theorem 1.1 with the following three extra simplifying assumptions :
1) Instead of funtions whih are holomorphi in a wedgelike open set at-
tahed to M\Enr, we onsider funtions whih are holomorphi in a neigh-
borhood of M\Enr in Cm+n.
2) Proeeding by ontradition, we have argued that it sues to remove at
least one point of Enr.
3) Moreover, we an assume that the point p1 ∈ Enr we want to remove is
behind a generi wall M1 as depited in Figure 2.
Consequently, from now on, we shall denote the set Enr simply by E. We
also denote Md simply by M . We take again the dis A dened by (3.3) and
its deformation Aρ,s,v. The goal is now to show that holomorphi funtions in
a neighborhood of M\E in Cm+n extend holomorphially to a wedge at p1,
assuming the nie geometri situation of Figure 2. To be preise, we have
argued that Theorem 1.1 is redued to the following preise and geometrially
more onrete statement.
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a C2,α-smooth generi CR manifold in Cm+n of odi-
mension n. Let M1 ⊂ M be a C2,α-smooth generi CR manifold of dimension
2m + n − 1 and let p1 ∈ M1. Let M+ and M− denote the two loal open sets
in whih M is divided by M1, in a neighborhood of p1. Suppose that E ⊂ M
is a nonempty losed subset with p1 ∈ E satisfying the Hausdor ondition
H2m+n−2(E) = 0 and suppose that E ⊂ M− ∪ {p1} (Figure 2). Let Ω be a
neighborhood of M\E in Cm+n, let A be the dis dened by (3.3), let Ω1 be
a neighborhood of A(−1) in Cm+n whih is ontained in Ω and let Aρ,s,v be a
family of diss attahed to M ∪ Ω1 with the properties (1)-(7) explained above.
Then every funtion f whih is holomorphi in Ω extends holomorphially to the
wedge W = ⋃s∈Us,v∈Uv Aρ0,s,v(ω).
Of ourse, Theorem 3.1 would be obvious if E would be empty, but we have
to take aount of E.
4. Proof of Theorem 3.1, part I
This setion ontains the part of the proof of Theorem 3.1 above whih relies
on onstrutions with the small diss Aρ,s,v attahed to M ∪ Ω. Sine we want
the boundaries of our diss to avoid E, we shall employ the following elementary
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lemma several times, whih is simply a onvenient partiularization of a general
property of Hausdor measures [C, Appendix A6℄.
Lemma 4.1. Let N be a real d-dimensional manifold and let E ⊂ N be a losed
subset. Let U be a small neighborhood of the origin in Rd−1 and let Φ : ∂∆×U →
N (resp. Ψ : (0, 1)× U →M) be an embedding.
(i) If Hd−2(E) = 0, then the set of x ∈ U for whih Φ(∂∆ × {x}) ∩ E is
nonempty (resp. Ψ((0, 1) × {x}) ∩ E 6= ∅) is of zero (d − 2)-dimensional
Hausdor measure.
(ii) If Hd−1(E) = 0, then for almost every x ∈ U in the sense of Lebesgue
measure, we have Φ(∂∆× {x}) ∩E = ∅ (resp. Ψ((0, 1)× {x}) ∩ E = ∅).
Proof of Theorem 3.1 : We divide the proof in ve steps.
Step 1 : Holomorphi extension to a dense subset of W.We shall start by
onstruting a holomorphi extension to an everywhere dense open subdomain of
the wedgeW = ⋃s∈Us,v∈Uv Aρ0,s,v(ω) by means of the dis tehnique (ontinuity
priniple).
For eah xed v0 ∈ Uv, the rst dimensional ount of Lemma 4.1 (whih
applies by the foliation property (3) of the diss) yields a losed subset Sv0 ⊂ Us
depending on v0 and satisfying H
2m+n−2(Sv0) = 0 suh that for every s /∈ Sv0
we have Aρ0,s,v0(∂∆) ∩ E = ∅. Notie also that Sv0 does not loally disonnet
Us, for dimensional reasons ([C, Appendix A6℄).
By property (7) of Setion 3, the real two-dimensional diss Ds,v0 foliate an
open subset of M , for s running in a manifold H of dimension 2m + n − 2.
Consequently, for almost every s ∈ H , (in the sense of Lebesgue measure), we
have Ds,v0 ∩ E = ∅.
≃
∂∆
ω−1
−i
i
1
∆
∂∆
∆ ω
∂∆
Aρ0,s,v
Aρ0,s,v(∆)
M
Ω
EW
C
m+n
M1
Aρ0,s,v(∂∆)
E
E
Figure 3 : Desription of EW := union of analyti diss
Aρ0,s,v(∆) whose boundary Aρ0,s,v(∂∆) meets the singularity E
W
Ω
M
Aρ0,s,v(∂∆)M
+
M−
Aρ0,s,v(ω)
Sine E is losed, we laim that for every s /∈ Sv0 , it follows that we an
ontrat every boundary Aρ0,s,v0(∂∆) whih does not meet E, to a point in M
without meeting E by an analyti isotopy (f. [MP3, p. 864℄). Indeed, by shifting
s to some nearby s′, we rst move Aρ0,s,v0 into a dis Aρ0,s′,v0 whih also satises
Aρ0,s′,v0(∂∆)∩E = ∅. Choosing well s′, this boundary belongs to a real disDs′,v0
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satisfying Ds′,v0∩E = ∅. This an be ahieved with s′ arbitrarily lose to s, sine
Sv0 does not disonnet Us. Then we ontrat in the obvious manner the dis
Aρ0,s′,v0 to the point A0,s′,v0(∆) by isotoping its boundary inside Ds′,v0 (reall
that Ds′,v0 is a union of boundary of diss). Applying the ontinuity priniple to
this analyti isotopy of diss, we see that we an extend every funtion f ∈ O(Ω)
holomorphially to a neighborhood of Aρ0,s,v0(∆) in C
m+n
, for every s 6∈ Sv0
and for every v0 ∈ Uv.
From the nie geometry (5) of the family Aρ,s,v one easily derives that the
various loal extensions near Aρ0,s,v0(ω) for s /∈ Sv0 t in a univalent funtion
F ∈ O(W\EW), where EW :=
⋃
s∈Sv0 ,v0∈Uv
Aρ0,s,v0(ω). Furthermore we observe
that EW is laminated by holomorphi diss and satises H
2m+2n−1(EW) = 0.
This metrial property implies that W\EW is loally onneted. The remainder
of the proof is devoted to show how to extend F through EW . This oupies the
paper up to its end. The diulty and the length of the proof omes from the
fat that the dis method neessarily inreases by a fator 1 the dimension of
the singularity : it transforms a singularity set E ⊂ M of odimension 2+0 into
a bigger singularity set EW ⊂ W whih is of odimension 1+0.
Step 2 : Plan for the removal of EW . Let us remember that our goal is to
show that p1 isW-removable in order to ahieve the nal step in our reasoning by
ontradition whih begins in Setion 2. To show that p1 is removable, it sues
to extend F through EW . At rst, we notie that beause H
2m+2n−1(EW ) = 0,
it follows that W\EW is loally onneted, so the part of the envelope of holo-
morphy of W\EW whih is ontained in W is not multisheeted : it is neessarily
a subdomain of W . In analogy with the beginning of Setion 2, let us therefore
denote by EnrW the set of points of EW through whih our holomorphi funtion
F ∈ O(W\EW ) does not extend holomorphially. If EnrW is empty, we are done,
gratuitously. As it might ertainly be nonempty, we shall suppose therefore that
EnrW 6= ∅ and we shall onstrut a ontradition in the remainder of the paper.
Let q ∈ EnrW 6= ∅. To derive a ontradition, it sues to show that F extends
holomorphially through q. Philosophially again, it will sue to remove one
single point, whih will simplify the presentation and the geometri reasonings.
Finally, as EnrW 6= ∅ is ontained in EW , there exist a point ζ0 ∈ ∂∆ and parame-
ters (ρ0, s0, v0) suh that q = Aρ0,s0,v0(ζ0). In the sequel, we shall simply denote
the dis Aρ0,s0,v0 by Anr. Obviously also, H
2m+2n−1(EnrW ) = 0.
Step 3 : Smoothing the boundary of the singular dis Anr near ζ = −1.
In step 4 below, our goal will be to deform Anr to extend F through q. As we shall
need to glue a maximally real submanifold R1 of M along Anr(∂∆\{|ζ + 1| <
ε}) to some olletion of maximally real planes along Anr(ζ) for ζ ∈ ∂∆ near
−1, and beause C2,β-smoothness of Anr will not be suient to keep the C2,β-
smoothness of the glued objet, it is onvenient to smooth out rst Anr near
ζ = −1 (see espeially Step 2 of Setion 6 below). Fortunately, we an use
the freedom Ω1 (the small neighborhood of A(−1) in Theorem 3.1) to modify
the boundary of Anr. Thus, for tehnial reasons only, we need the following
preliminary lemma, whih is simply obtained by reparametrizing an almost full
subdis of Anr. This preparatory reparametrization is indispensible to state our
Main Lemma 4.3 below orretly.
Lemma 4.2. For every ε > 0, there exists an analyti dis A′ satisfying
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(a) A′ is a C2,β-smooth subdis of Anr, namely A′(∆) ⊂ Anr(∆), suh that
moreover A′(∆) ⊃ Anr(∆\{|ζ + 1| < 2ε}).
(b) A′ is real analyti over {ζ ∈ ∂∆ : |ζ + 1| < ε}.
() ||A′ −Anr||C2,β ≤ ε.
(d) A′(∂∆) ⊂M ∪ Ω1.
Démonstration. Of ourse, (d) follows immediately from (a) and () if ε is
suiently small. To onstrut A′, we onsider a C∞-smooth ut-o funtion
µε : ∂∆ → [0, 1] with µε(ζ) = 1 for |ζ + 1| > 2ε and µε(ζ) equal to a onstant
cε < 1 with cε > 1− ε for |ζ + 1| < ε. Let ∆µε be the (almost full) subdis of ∆
dened by {ζ ∈ ∆ : |ζ| < µε(ζ/|ζ|)}. Let ψε be the Riemann onformal map ∆→
∆µε . We an assume that ψε(−1) = −cε ∈ ∂∆µε∩R. By Caratheodory's theorem
and by the Shwarz symmetry priniple, ψε is C∞-smooth up to the boundary
and real analyti near ζ = −1. If ε is suiently small and cε suiently lose
to 1, the stability of Riemann's uniformization theorem under small C∞-smooth
perturbations shows that the dis
A′(ζ) := Anr(ψε(ζ)).
satises the desired properties, possibly with a slightly dierent small ε. 
Step 4 : Variation of the singular dis. In the sequel, we shall onstantly
denote the dis of Lemma 4.2 by A′. We set ζq := ψ
−1
ε (ζ0), so that A
′(ζq) = q. Of
ourse, after a reparametrization by a Blashke transformation, we an (and we
will) assume that ζq = 0. By onstrution, A
′|∂∆ is real analyti near −1 and the
point q = A′(0) is ontained EnrW , the set through whih our partial extension
F does not extend a priori. To derive a ontradition, our next purpose is to
produe a dis A′′ lose to A′ and passing through the xed point q suh that
q an be enirled by a small losed urve in A′′(∆)\EnrW , beause in suh a
situation, we will be able to apply the ontinuity priniple as in the typial loal
situation of Hartog's theorem (see (4) of Lemma 4.3 and Step 5 below).
At rst glane it seems that we an produe A′′ simply by turning A′ a little
around q : indeed, Lemma 4.1 applies, sine H2m+2n−1(EnrW ) = 0. However, the
diult point is to guarantee that A′′ is still attahed to the union of M with
the small neighborhood Ω1 of A(−1) in Cm+n. The following key lemma asserts
that these additional requirements an be fullled.
Main Lemma 4.3. Let A′ be the dis of Lemma 4.1, let q = A′(0) ∈ EnrW and
let 0 < β < α be arbitrarily lose to α. Then there exists a parameterized family
A′t′ of analyti diss with the following properties :
(1) The parameter t′ ranges in a neighborhood Ut′ of 0 in R
2m+2n−1
and
A′0 = A
′
.
(2) The mapping Ut′ ×∆ ∋ (t′, ζ) 7→ A′t′(ζ) ∈ Cm+n is of lass C1,β and eah
A′t′ is an embedding of ∆ into C
m+n
.
(3) For all t′ ∈ Ut′ , the point q = A′t′(0) is xed and A′t′(∂∆) ⊂ M ∪ Ω1.
Furthermore, there exists a small δ > 0 suh that the large boundary part
A′t′(∂∆\{|ζ + 1| < δ}) is attahed to a xed maximally real (m + n)-
dimensional C2,α-smooth submanifold R1 of M .
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(4) For every xed ρε > 0 whih is suiently small and for t
′
ranging in a
suiently small neighborhood of the origin, the union of irles⋃
t′
{A′t′(ρεeiθ) : θ ∈ R}
foliates a neighborhood in Cm+n of the small xed irle {A′(ρεeiθ) : θ ∈ R}
whih enirles the point q inside A′(∆). Consequently, by Lemma 4.1, for
almost all t′ ∈ Ut′ , the irle {A′t′(ρεeiθ) : θ ∈ R} does not meet EnrW .
Let us make some explanatory ommentaries. Notie that the diss are only
C1,β-smooth, beause the underlying method of Setions 5 and 6 (impliit fun-
tion theorem in Banah spaes, f. [G1℄) imposes a real loss of smoothness. If
we ould have produe a C2,β-smooth family (assuming for instane that M was
C3,α-smooth from the beginning, or asking whether the regularity methods of
[Tu2℄ are appliable to the global Bishop equation), we would have onstruted
a slightly dierent family and stated instead of (4) the following oni-like dif-
ferential geometri property :
(4') The parameter t′ ranges over a neighborhood Ut′ of the origin in R
2m+2n−2
with A′t′(0) = q for all t
′
and the mapping
Ut′ ∋ t′ 7→ [∂A′t′/∂ζ](0) ∈ TqCm+n
has maximal rank at t′ = 0 with its image being transverse to the tangent
spae of A′(∆) at q.
M
Cm+n
M1
E
Ω
M
M+
M−
Figure 4 : Deformations of A′ by sweeping out an open one with vertex q
A′(∂∆)
q
A′(∂∆)
A′(∆)
W
EW
E
Ω
A′
t′
(∂∆)
A′
t′
(∆)
A′
t′
(∆)
In geometri terms, (4') tells that A′ an be inluded in a family A′t′ of
diss passing through q whih sweeps out an open one with vertex in q. Using
some basi dierential geometri omputations, the reader an easily hek that
the geometri property (4') implies (4) after adding one supplementary real
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parameter t′2m+2n−1 orresponding to the radius ρ = |ζ| of the dis. Fortunately,
for the needs of Step 5 below, the essential foliation property stated in (4) will
be valuable with an only C1,β-smooth family and, as stated in the end of (4), this
family yields an appropriate dis A′t′ with empty intersetion with the singularity,
namely A′t′({ρεeiθ : θ ∈ R})∩EnrW = ∅. Using this Main Lemma 4.3, we an now
aomplish the last step of the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Step 5 : Removal of the point q ∈ EnrW . Let A′t′ the family that we obtain
by applying Main Lemma 4.3 to A′. Aording to the last sentene of Main
Lemma 4.3, we may hoose t′ arbitrarily small and a positive radius ρε > 0
suiently small so that the boundary of analyti subdis A′t′({ρεeiθ : θ ∈ R})
does not interset EnrW . Let us denote suh a dis A
′
t′ simply by A
′′
in the sequel.
Furthermore, we an assume that A′′({ρεeiθ : θ ∈ R}) is ontained in the small
ball Bε := {|z−q| ≤ ε} in whih we shall loalize an appliation of the ontinuity
priniple (see Figure 5). Thus, it remains essentially to hek that F extends
analytially to a neighborhood of q in Cm+n by onstruting an analyti isotopy
of A′′ in (W\EnrW) ∪ Ω and by applying the ontinuity priniple.
One idea would be to translate a little bit in Cm+n the small dis A′′({ρeiθ :
ρ ≤ ρε, θ ∈ R}). However, there is a priori no reason for whih suh a small
translated dis (whih is of real dimension two) would avoid the singularity EnrW .
Indeed, sine we only know that H2m+2n−1(EnrW ) = 0, it is impossible in general
that a two-dimensional manifold avoids suh a big set of Hausdor odimension
1+0.
Of ourse, there is no surprise here : it is lear that funtions whih are holo-
morphi in the domain W\EnrW do not extend automatially through a set with
H2m+2n−1(EnrW) = 0, sine for instane, suh a set E
nr
W might ontain innitely
many omplex hypersurfaes, whih are ertainly not removable. So we really
need to onsider the whole dis A′′ and to inlude it into another family of diss
attahed to M ∪ Ω1 in order to produe an appropriate analyti isotopy.
The good idea is to inlude A′′ in a family A′′ρ,s similar to the one in Setion 2
(with of ourse Aρ0,0 = A
′′
, but without the unneessary parameter v), sine we
already know that for almost all s ∈ Us, we an show as in Step 1 above that f
(hene F too) extends holomorphially to a neighborhood of Aρ0,s(∆) in C
m+n
.
To onstrut this family, we observe that A′′ is not attahed to M , but as A′′
an be hosen arbitrarily lose in C1,β-norm to the original dis A attahed toM ,
it follows that A′′ is ertainly attahed to some C1,β-smooth manifold M ′′ lose
to M whih oinides with M exept in a neighborhood of A′′(−1). Finally, the
family A′′ρ,s is onstruted as in Setion 2 (but without the parameter v, beause
in order to add the parameter v satisfying the seond order ondition (4) of
Setion 3, one would need C2,β-smoothness of the dis). By Tumanov's regularity
theorem [Tu2℄, this family is again of lass C1,β for all 0 < β < α. Using properties
(3) and (6) and reasoning as in Step 1 of this Setion 4 (ontinuity priniple),
we dedue that the funtion f of Theorem 3.1 extends holomorphially to a
neighborhood of Aρ0,s(∆) in C
m+n
for all s ∈ Us, exept those belonging to some
losed thin set S with H2m+n−2(S) = 0. Sine S does not loally disonnet Us,
suh an extension neessarily oinides with the extension F in the intersetion
of their domains.
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In summary, by using the family A′′ρ,s, we have shown that for almost all s,
the funtion F extends holomorphially to a neighborhood of A′′ρ0,s(∆). We an
therefore apply the ontinuity priniple to remove the point q.
Indeed, we remind that A′′ = A′′ρ0,0 and that by onstrution the small
boundary A′′ρ0,0({ρεeiθ : θ ∈ R}) whih enirles q does not interset EnrW . It
is now lear that the usual ontinuity priniple along the family of small diss
A′′ρ0,s({ρeiθ : ρ < ρε, θ ∈ R}) yields holomorphi extension of F at q (see again
Figure 5).
EW
A′′(∆)
Bε
q
A′′(∂∆)
Figure 5 : Continuity priniple in Bε
E
A′′ρ0,s(∆)
A′′ρ0,s(∂∆)
A′′ρ0,s(∂∆)
A′′(∂∆)
M ′′
Finally, the proof of Theorem 3.1 is omplete modulo the proof of Main
Lemma 4.3, to whih the remainder of the paper is devoted.
5. Analyti diss attahed to maximally real manifolds
A ruial ingredient of the proof of Theorem 3.1 is the desription of a family of
analyti diss whih are lose to the given dis A′ of Main Lemma 4.3 and whih
are attahed to a maximally real submanifold R ⊂ M ∪ Ω1 (we shall onstrut
suh an R with A′(ζ) ∈ R for eah ζ ∈ ∂∆ in Setion 6 below). This topi was
developed by E. BedfordB. Gaveau, F. Forstnericˇ in omplex dimension two and
generalized by J. Globevnik to higher dimensions. In this introdutory setion,
we shall losely follow [G1,2℄.
We need the solution of the following more general distribution problem. In-
stead of a xed maximally real submanifold R, we onsider a smooth family
R(ζ), ζ ∈ ∂∆, of maximally real submanifolds of CN , N ≥ 2, and we study the
diss attahed to this family whih are lose to an attahed dis A′ of referene,
i.e. fullling A′(ζ) ∈ R(ζ), ∀ ζ ∈ ∂∆. Let α > 0 be as in Theorem 1.1 and let
0 < β < α be arbitrarily lose to α, as in Main Lemma 4.3.
Conretely, the manifolds R(ζ) are given by dening funtions rj ∈ C2,β(∂∆×
B,R), j = 1, . . . , N , where B ⊂ CN is a small open ball ontaining the origin,
so that rj(ζ, 0) = 0 and ∂r1(ζ, p) ∧ · · · ∧ ∂rN (ζ, p) never vanishes for ζ ∈ ∂∆
and p ∈ B. We would like to mention that in [G1, p. 289℄, the author onsiders
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the more general regularity rj ∈ Cβ(∂∆, C2(B)), but that for us, the simpler
smoothness ategory C2,β(∂∆×B,R) will be enough. Then we represent
R(ζ) := {p ∈ A(ζ) +B : rj(ζ, p−A′(ζ)) = 0, j = 1, . . . , N},
whih is a C2,β-smooth maximally real manifold by the ondition on ∂rj . We
suppose the given referene dis A′ to be of lass C2,β up to the boundary.
Following [G1℄, we desribe the family of nearby attahed dis as a C1,β-smooth
submanifold of the spae C2,β(∂∆,CN ), with a loss of smoothness.
Remark. At rst glane the transition from a xed manifold to the family R(ζ)
may appear purely tehnial. Nevertheless it gives in our appliation a deisive
additional degree of freedom : If we had to onstrut a xed manifold R on-
taining the boundary of our given dis A′, the boundary of A′ would presribe
one diretion of TR. It will prove very onvenient to avoid this onstraint by the
transition to distributions R(ζ) and this freedom will be used in an essential way
in Setion 6 below.
It turns out that the problem is governed by an N -tuple κ1, . . . , κN ∈ Z of
oordinate independent partial indies whih are dened as follows. As in [G1℄, we
shall always assume that the pull-bak bundle (A′|∂∆)∗(TR(ζ)) is topologially
trivial (this ondition is dispensible, see [O℄). For eah ζ ∈ ∂∆, let us denote
by L(ζ) the tangent spae to R(ζ) at A′(ζ). Then there is a C1,β-smooth map
G : ∂∆ → GL(N,C) suh that for eah ζ ∈ ∂∆ the olumns of G are a (real)
basis of L(ζ). By results of Plemelj and Vekua, we an deompose the matrix
funtion B(ζ) = G(ζ)G(ζ)−1, ζ ∈ ∂∆, as
B(ζ) = F+(ζ)Λ(ζ)F−(ζ),
with matrix funtions
F+ ∈ O(∆, GL(N,C)) ∩ C1,β(∆, GL(N,C)),
F− ∈ O(C\∆, GL(N,C)) ∩ C1,β(C\∆, GL(N,C)),
and where Λ(ζ) is the matrix with powers ζκj on the diagonal and zero elsewhere.
In [G1℄ it is shown that the matrix B(ζ) depends only on the family of maximally
real linear spae L(ζ) and that the κj are unique up to permutation. They are
alled the partial indies of R along A′(∂∆) and their sum κ = κ1 + · · · + κN
the total index. We stress that only κ is a topologial invariant, in fat twie the
winding number of det(G(ζ)) around the origin. In the literature on sympleti
topology, κ is alled Maslov index of the loop ζ 7→ L(ζ).
Building on work of Forstnericˇ [F℄, Globevnik [G1, Theorem 7.1℄ showed that
the family of all analyti diss attahed to R(ζ) whih are C1,β-lose to A′ is a
C1,β-smooth submanifold of O(∆,CN )∩C2,β(∆,CN ) of dimension κ+N , if all κj
are non-negative (by a result due to Oh [O℄, this is even true if κj ≥ −1 for all j).
Furthermore the result is stable with respet to small C2,β-smooth deformations
of M .
We shall need some spei ingredients of Globevnik's onstrution. Sine all
our later arguments will exlude the appearane of odd partial indies and sine
the expression of the square root matrix
√
Λ below is less ompliated for even
ones, we shall suppose from now on that κj = 2mj, j = 1, . . . , N .
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Firstly one has to replae G(ζ) by another basis of L(ζ) whih extends holo-
morphially to ∆. By [G1, Lemma 5.1℄, there is a ner deomposition
B(ζ) = Θ(ζ)Λ(ζ)Θ(ζ)−1,
where Θ ∈ O(∆, GL(N,C)) ∩ C1,β(∆, GL(N,C)). The substitute for G(ζ) is
Θ(ζ)
√
Λ(ζ),
where
√
Λ(ζ) denotes the matrix with ζmj on the diagonal. We denote by Xj (Yj)
the olumns of Θ(ζ)
√
Λ(ζ) (
√
Λ(ζ)) respetively. One an verify that the Xj(ζ)
span L(ζ) ([G1, Theorem 5.1℄). Observe Θ(ζ)
√
Λ(ζ) ∈ O(∆,CN ) ∩ C1,β(∆,CN ).
Seondly one studies variations of A′|∂∆ as a funtion from ∂∆ to CN . Every
nearby C1,β-smooth (not neessarily holomorphi) variation is a dis lose to A′
whih an be written in the form ([F, p. 20℄)
G(u, f)(ζ) =
N∑
j=1
uj(ζ)Xj(ζ) + i
N∑
j=1
{fj(ζ) + i (T0fj)(ζ)}Xj(ζ),
where uj, fj ∈ C1,β(∂∆,R), are uniquely determined by the variation. Here T0
denotes the harmoni onjugation operator normalized at ζ = 0. The ondi-
tion G(u, f)(ζ) ∈ R(ζ), ∀ ζ ∈ ∂∆ is equivalent to the validity of the system
rj(ζ)(G(u, f)(ζ)) = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ N . The impliit funtion theorem implies that
this system an be solved for f = φ(u) for C1,β-small u with a C1,β-smooth map-
ping φ of Banah spaes C1,β(∂∆,RN ) → C1,β(∂∆,RN ). This follows from [G1,
Theorem 6.1℄ by an appliation of the impliit funtion theorem in Banah spaes,
exept onerning the C1,β-smoothness, whih, in our situation, is more diret
and elementary than in [G1℄, sine we have supposed that rj ∈ C2,β(∂∆×B,R).
Finally one has to determine for whih hoies of u the funtion G(u, φ(u))
extends holomorphially to ∆. Writing
G(u, f)(ζ) = Θ(ζ)
N∑
j=1
{uj(ζ) + i [fj(ζ) + i (T0fj)(ζ)]} Yj ,
we see that G(u, φ(u)) extends holomorphially, if and only if
(5.1) Θ−1(ζ)G(u, φ(u))(ζ) =
N∑
j=1
{uj(ζ) + i [φ(u)j(ζ) + i (T0 φ(u)j)(ζ)]} Yj
extends, i.e. if and only if the funtion ζ 7→∑Nj=1 uj(ζ)Yj(ζ) extends. One an
ompute ([G1, p. 301℄) that this is preisely the ase, if hj(ζ) = Y
−1(ζ)uj(ζ)
has polynomial omponents of the form
(5.2)
hj(ζ) = t
j
1 + i t
j
2 + (t
j
3 + i t
j
4) ζ + · · ·+ (tjκj−1 + i tjκj ) ζmj−1 + tjκj+1 ζmj
+ (tjκj−1 − i tjκj ) ζmj+1 + · · ·+ (tj3 − i tj4) ζκj−1 + (tj1 − i tj2) ζκj ,
where all tjk are real. In total we get κj + 1 real parameters for the hoie of hj
and hene κ+N parameters for our loal family of diss attahed to R(ζ).
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6. Proof of Theorem 3.1, part II
In this setion we provide the nal part of the proof of Theorem 3.1, namely
Main Lemma 4.3, whih relies essentially on global properties of analyti diss.
The dis A′ of Main Lemma 4.3 need not be attahed to M but sine it is lose
to A in C2,β-norm, it is ertainly attahed to a nearby manifold M ′ of lass C2,β
whih oinides with M exept in Ω1. The idea is now to rst embed A
′(∂∆)
into a maximal real submanifold of M ∪ Ω1 whose partial indies are easy to
determine. Then we shall explain how to inrease the partial indies separately
by twisting R around A′(∂∆) inside Ω1. The families of attahed diss get riher
with inreasing indies and will eventually ontain the required diss A′t′ as a
subfamily. We divide the proof in four essential steps.
Step 1 : Constrution of a rst maximally real manifold R1. Let h
′
be a
dening funtion of M ′ as in (3.1). Then A′ is the solution of a Bishop equation
Y ′ = T1(h
′(W ′, Y ′)) + y0,
where W ′ ∈ C2,β is the w-omponent of A′ and y0 ∈ Rn is lose to 0. Reall that
by onstrution, W ′(ζ) is lose to the w-omponent (ρ0 − ρ0ζ, 0, . . . , 0) of the
dis A dened in (3.3). Let A′u∗,y be the diss dened by the perturbed equation
Y ′u∗,y = T1(h
′(W ′u∗,y + (0, u∗), Y
′
u∗,y
)) + y0 + y,
where u∗ := (u2, . . . , um) is lose to 0 and y ∈ Rn is lose to 0. We have A′0,0 = A′.
Sine A dened by (3.3) and hene also A′ are by onstrution almost parallel
to the w1-axis, the union
R1 :=
⋃
u∗,y
A′u∗,y(∂∆)
is a maximally real manifold of lass C2,β ontained inM ′ and ontainingA′(∂∆).
The expliit onstrution of R1 allows an easy determination of the partial in-
dies.
Lemma 6.1. The partial indies of R1 with respet to A
′(∂∆) are 2, 0, . . . , 0.
Démonstration. We begin by onstruting N = m+ n holomorphi vetor elds
along A′(∂∆) whih generate (over R) the tangent bundle of R1. We denote
ζ = eiθ ∈ ∂∆ and dene rst G1(ζ) := [∂A′(eiθ)/∂θ] as the push-forward of
∂/∂θ. Next, we put{
Gk(ζ) := [∂A
′
u∗,0(ζ)/∂uk]|u∗=0, for k = 2, . . . ,m,
Gk(ζ) := [∂A
′
0,y(ζ)/∂yk−m]|y=0, for k = m+ 1, . . . , N.
For k = 2, . . . , N , Gk is the uniform limit of pointwise holomorphi dierene
quotients and therefore holomorphi itself. As A′u∗,y depends C2,β-smoothly on
parameters, we obtain Gk ∈ C1,β(∆,CN ), k = 2, . . . , N .
By [G1, Proposition 10.2℄, the maximal number of linearly independent holo-
morphially extendable setions equals the number of non-negative partial in-
dies. Hene we dedue that all κj are non-negative.
Furthermore it is easy to see that the total index κ, whih is twie the wind-
ing number of detG|∂∆ around 0, equals 2. Indeed, A′ is almost parallel to the
w1 axis, the diretion in whih G1 has winding number 1, and the vetor elds
G2, . . . , GN have a topologially trivial behaviour in the remaining diretions.
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This heuristi argument an be made preise in the following way. One easily
an smoothly deform the omplex oordinates zj, wk to (non-holomorphi oor-
dinates) in whih the matrix G(ζ) gets diagonal with diagonal entries ζ, 1, . . . , 1.
In the deformed oordinates the winding number of the determinant is obviously
1, and this remains unhanged when deforming bak to the standard oordinates.
In summary the only possible onstellations for the partial indies are 2, 0, . . . ,
0 and 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0. But [G1, Proposition 10.1℄ exludes the seond ase as ∂A′/∂θ
does not vanish on ∆, whih ompletes the proof. 
Step 2 : Gluing R1 with a family of maximally real planes. Our goal is
to twist the manifold R1 many times around the boundary of A
′
in the small
neighborhood Ω1 of A
′(−1) in order to inrease its partial indies. Sine it is
rather easy to inrease partial indies when a dis is attahed to a family of linear
maximally real subspaes of CN (using Lemma 6.3 below, see the reasonings just
after the proof), we aim to glue R1 with its family of tangent planes TA′(ζ)R1 for
ζ near −1. Before proeeding, we have to take are of a regularity question : the
family ζ 7→ TA′(ζ)R1 being only of lass C1,β, some preliminary regularizations
are neessary. We remind that by Lemma 4.2 (b), the dis A′ is real analyti near
ζ = −1. This hoie of smoothness is very adapted to our purpose. Indeed, using
ut-o funtions and the Weierstrass approximation theorem, we an onstrut a
C2,β-smooth maximally real manifold R2 to whih A′ is still attahed and whih
is also real analyti in a neighborhood of {A′(ζ) : |ζ + 1| < ε/2}. Of ourse, this
an be done with ||R2−R1||C2,β being arbitrarily small, so the partial indies of
A′ with respet to R2 are still equal to (2, 0, . . . , 0).
Using real analytiity, we an now glue R2 with its family of maximally real
tangent planes TA′(ζ)R2 for |ζ + 1| < ε/4 in a smooth way as follows. After
loalization near A′(−1) using a ut-o funtion, the gluing problem is redued
to the following statement.
Lemma 6.2. Let R be small real analyti maximally real submanifold of CN , let
p ∈ R and let γ(s), s ∈ (−ε, ε), be a real analyti urve in R passing through p.
Then there exist smooth funtions rj(s, z) ∈ C∞((−ε, ε)×B,R), for j = 1, . . . , N ,
where B is a small open ball entered at the origin in CN , suh that
(1) rj(s, γ(s)) ≡ 0.
(2) rj(s, z) ≡ rj(z) ≡ the dening funtions of R for |s| ≥ ε/2.
(3) For all s with |s| ≤ ε/4, the set {z ∈ CN : rj(s, z) = 0, j = 1, . . . , N}
oinides with the tangent spae of R at γ(s).
Démonstration. Choosing oordinates (z1, . . . , zN) vanishing at p, we an ass-
sume that R is given by rj(z) := yj −ϕj(x) = 0 with ϕj(0) = 0 and dϕj(0) = 0,
and that γj(s) = xj(s) + iyj(s), where yj(s) := ϕj(x(s)). Let χ(s) be a C∞-
smooth ut-o funtion satisfying χ(s) ≡ 0 for |s| ≤ ε/4 and χ(s) ≡ 1 for
|s| ≥ ε/2. We hoose for rj(s, z) the following funtions :
yj−yj(s)−
N∑
k=1
∂ϕj
∂xk
(x(s)) [xk−xk(s)]−χ(s)
 ∑
K∈NN ,|K|≥2
∂Kx ϕj(x(s))
K !
[x− x(s)]K
 .
Clearly, the rj are C∞-smooth and (3) holds. As ϕj is real analyti in a neigh-
borhood of γ, property (2) holds by Taylor's formula. 
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In summary, we have shown that we an attah A′ to some C2,β-smooth family
(R3(ζ))ζ∈∂∆ of maximally real submanifolds suh that R3(ζ) oinides with R2
for |ζ + 1| ≥ ε/2 and suh that R3(ζ) oinides with the maximally real plane
TA′(ζ)R2, for |ζ + 1| ≤ ε/4. Clearly, the partial indies of A′ with respet to the
family R3(ζ) are still equal to (2, 0, . . . , 0).
Step 3 : Inreasing partial indies. This step is the ruial one in our ar-
gumentation. Reall that the partial indies are dened in terms of vetor elds
along A′(∂∆). In the previous setion we have desribed how to selet distin-
guished vetor elds Xk as the olumns of Θ
√
Λ, where Θ,Λ were assoiated to
a deomposition of G3(ζ)G3(ζ)
−1
, where the olumns of the matrix G3(ζ) span
TA′(ζ)R3(ζ). Our method is to modify the vetor elds Xk by replaing them by
produts gkXk with the boundary values of ertain holomorphi funtions gk. It
turns out that the indies an be read from properties of the gk. Here is how the
gk are onstruted.
For onveniene in the following lemma, we shall represent ∂∆ by the real
losed interval [−π, π] where π is identied with −π.
Lemma 6.3. For every small ε > 0, every integer ℓ ∈ N, there exists a holo-
morphi funtion h ∈ O(∆) ∩ C∞(∆) suh that
(1) h(ζ) 6= 0 for all ζ ∈ ∆.
(2) The funtion g(ζ) := ζℓ h(ζ) is real-valued over {eiθ : |θ| ≤ π − ε/8}.
It follows that the winding number of g|∂∆ around 0 ∈ ∆ is equal to ℓ.
Démonstration. Let v(ζ) be an arbitrary C∞-smooth 2π-periodi extension to R
of the linear funtion −ℓθ dened on [−π+ ε/8, π− ε/8]. Let T0 be the harmoni
onjugate operator satisfying (T0 u)(0) = 0 for every u ∈ L2(∂∆). Sine T0 is
a bounded operator of the Ck,α spaes of norm equal to 1, the funtion T0 v is
C∞-smooth over ∂∆. It sues to set h := exp(−T0 v + iv). Indeed,
ζℓ h(ζ) = eiℓθ e−T0 v+iv
is real for θ ∈ [−π + ε/8, π − ε/8], as desired. 
Let L(ζ) denote the tangent spae TA′(ζ)R3(ζ) and let Xk(ζ) be C1,β-smooth
vetor elds as the olumns of the matrix Θ
√
Λ onstruted in Setion 5 above.
We remind that the Xk(ζ) span L(ζ). Further, as the partial indies of A
′(ζ)
with respet to R3(ζ) are (2, 0, . . . , 0), we have
Θ(ζ)
√
Λ(ζ) = (ζ Θ1(ζ),Θ2(ζ), . . . ,ΘN (ζ)).
Now, let us hoose an arbitrary olletion of nonnegative integers ℓ1, ℓ2, . . . , ℓN
and assoiated funtions gℓ1(ζ) = ζ
ℓ1 hℓ1(ζ), . . . , gℓN (ζ) = ζ
ℓN hℓN (ζ) satisfying
(1) and (2) of Lemma 6.3 above. With these funtions, we dene a new family
of maximally real manifolds to whih A′(ζ) is still attahed as follows :
(a) For |θ| ≤ π − ε/8, R4(ζ) ≡ R3(ζ).
(b) For |θ| ≥ π − ε/8, namely for ζ lose to −1,
R4(ζ) := spanR (ζ gℓ1(ζ)Θ1(ζ), gℓ2(ζ)Θ2(ζ), . . . , gℓN (ζ)ΘN (ζ)).
It is important to notie that this denition yields a true C2,β-smooth family of
maximally real manifolds, thanks to the fat that the family R3(ζ) is already a
family of real linear spaes for |ζ + 1| ≤ ε/4, by onstrution. Interestingly, the
partial indies have inreased :
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Lemma 6.4. The partial indies of R4(ζ) along ∂A are equal to 2+2ℓ1, 2ℓ2, . . . ,
2ℓN .
Démonstration. By onstrution, sine the funtions gℓj (ζ) are real-valued over
{eiθ : |θ| ≤ π− ε/8}, the tangent spae TA′(ζ)R4(ζ) is spanned for all ζ ∈ ∂∆ by
the N vetors
ζ gℓ1(ζ)Θ1(ζ), gℓ2(ζ)Θ2(ζ), . . . , gℓN (ζ)ΘN (ζ),
whih form together aN×N matrix whih we will denote by G4(ζ). By Setion 5,
we an read diretly from the matrix identity
G4(ζ)G4(ζ)
−1
= (hℓ1(ζ)Θ1(ζ), . . . , hℓN (ζ)ΘN (ζ))×
× diag (ζ2+2ℓ1 , ζ2ℓ2 , . . . , ζ2ℓN ) × (hℓ1(ζ)Θ1(ζ), . . . , hℓN (ζ)ΘN (ζ))
−1
that the partial indies ofA′(ζ) with respet toR4(ζ) are equal to (2+2ℓ1, 2ℓ2, . . . ,
2ℓN), as stated. 
Step 4 : Constrution of the family A′t′ . Now, as we need not very large
partial indies, we hoose ℓ1 = 1, ℓ2 = 2, . . . , ℓN = 2, so the partial indies are
simply (4, 4, . . . , 4). Moreover, the matrix Y (ζ) is equal to the diagonal matrix
diag (ζ2, ζ2, . . . , ζ2). Conerning the 5N parameters (tj1, t
j
2, t
j
3, t
j
4, t
j
5) appearing in
equation (5.2) above, we even hoose tj1 = t
j
2 = t
j
5 = 0. Then by the result of
Globevnik, we thus obtain a family of diss depending on the 2N -dimensional
real parameter t := (tj3+i t
j
4)1≤j≤N . The funtions hj and uj dened in Setion 5
are thus equal to {
hj(t, ζ) := (t
j
3 + i t
j
4) ζ + (t
j
3 − i tj4) ζ3,
uj(t, ζ) := (t
j
3 + i t
j
4) ζ¯ + (t
j
3 − i tj4) ζ.
It remains to explain how we an extrat the desired family A′t′ by reduing this
(2m+2n)-dimensional parameter spae to some of dimension (2m+2n−1) suh
that property (4) of Main Lemma 4.3 is satised. Let us denote by ht and ut
the maps ζ 7→ h(t, ζ) and ζ 7→ u(t, ζ). By equation (5.1), we have
G(ut, φ(ut))(ζ) = Θ(ζ)
N∑
j=1
{uj(t, ζ) + i [φ(ut)j(ζ) + i T0 φ(ut)j(ζ)]} Yj(ζ).
and by Setion 5, the C1,β-smooth diss
A′t(ζ) := A
′(ζ) +G(ut, φ(ut))(ζ)
are attahed to R4(ζ). By [G1, p. 299 top℄, the dierential of φ at 0 is null :
Duφ(0) = 0. It follows that
∂
∂t
Θ(ζ) N∑
j=1
i [φ(ut)j(ζ) + i T0 φ(ut)j(ζ)] Yj(ζ)

t=0
≡ 0.
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So on the one hand, we an ompute for j = 1, . . . , N
(6.1)

[
∂A′t
∂tj3
]
t=0
= ρeiθ Θ(0) (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) + O(ρ2),[
∂A′t
∂tj4
]
t=0
= ρeiθ Θ(0) (0, . . . , 0, i, 0, . . . , 0) + O(ρ2),
where O(ρ2) denotes a holomorphi dis in O(∆,CN ) ∩ C0,β(∆,CN ) vanishing
up to order one at 0. For ρ > 0 small enough and θ arbitrary, it follows that
these 2m+ 2n vetors span Cm+n. On the other hand, we ompute
(6.2)
[
∂A′t
∂θ
]
t=0
= ρeiθ Θ(0) (ia1, . . . , iaN ) + O(ρ
2),
where the onstants aj are dened by A
′(ζ) = (a1ζ, . . . , aNζ) + O(ζ
2) and do
not all vanish (sine A′ is an embedding).
Let us hoose a (2m+2n−1)-dimensional real planeH whih is supplementary
to RΘ(0) (ia1, . . . , iaN) in C
m+n
. Using (6.1), we an hoose a (2m + 2n − 1)-
dimensional real linear subspae T ′ ⊂ R2m+2n and ρε small enough suh that, af-
ter restriting the family A′t with t
′ ∈ T ′, the (2m+2n−1) vetors [∂A′t′/∂t′j]t′=0,
j = 1, . . . , 2m+2n−1, are linearly independent with the vetor (6.2) for all ζ ∈ ∆
of the form ζ = ρεe
iθ
. It follows that the mapping
(eiθ, t′) 7→ A′t′(ρεeiθ)
is a loal embedding of the irle ∂∆ times a small neighborhood of the origin in
R2m+2n−1, from whih we see that the foliation property (4) of Main Lemma 4.3
holds.
This ompletes the proof of Step 4, the proof of Main Lemma 4.3, the proof
of Theorem 3.1 and the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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